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In a poignant moment, a coaching client who leads front-line responses to the
pandemic said:
‘In the demands of dealing with this crisis, I’m losing sight of who I really am
and what I really do as a leader.’
It was a light-bulb moment for me. I already understood that those whose livelihood
has been stripped down or upended by the pandemic have lost their sense of
identity. However, I hadn’t truly appreciated the impact on those whose leadership
activity is now predominantly determined by Covid-related considerations. In
constantly changing terrain and with lives at stake, leaders like my client have less
time and bandwidth to fully embody the practices that they recognise as good
leadership. This creates dissonance between the leader they know themselves to be
- their leadership identity - and the way they’re currently operating.
In this context, a coaching session within an established working alliance offers a
brief period of respite and an opportunity for a client to reconnect with moments
when they’ve been at their best. Such moments are easily overlooked in the
necessities of crisis management. Yet, while there may be fewer opportunities to be
creative, developmental, strategic and inspirational, leaders that embody these
attributes will epitomise them anyway. Just perhaps in smaller settings and less
obviously. And in current circumstances the impact may even be magnified.
Recalling these moments and making them conscious rebalances a client’s
perspective, enabling them to keep faith with themselves. They re-enter the fray with

a lighter spirit, ready to sustain their efforts to support front-line staff.
As a coach, there’s a parallel process: this isn’t the kind of work I signed up for. I too
want to be creative, developmental, strategic and inspirational! Yet this ‘steadying’ is
the work that’s required at this time. It’s not ‘who I am’ – and I too must reconnect
with the ways in which my activities still reflect my true identity.
Two touchstones guide me. The first is seeing my coaching work as leadership
supervision, interweaving three intentions:
1. Challenging clients to hold themselves to account as leaders and managers;
2. Supporting clients to evolve through reflecting on, and learning from, their
experiences; and
3. Providing a safe space of respite and resourcing for clients who are depleted.
Whilst coaching work typically ranges across these fields of activity, there’s currently
an emphasis on the third. It’s important to attend to this reality – and also to find
space to engage in the other arenas when a client has capacity.
The second touchstone is a sense of my core identity as a practitioner. This
crystallised whilst writing my final case study for the CSA’s Diploma in Coaching
Supervision in 2009. My key learning from the programme arose from exploring the
gestalt concept of ‘self-as-instrument’. Whilst I was already aware of this principle, it
seemed to relate to levels of emotional acuity and literacy that I witnessed in others
and yet were elusive to me. Through reflective practice I realised that my use of self
isn’t based on heart – it relies on bringing a clear and spacious mind to my work.
This plays into an aptitude for sensing systemic connections and patterns. It also
allows me to hold a client’s feelings with compassionate dispassion, which seems to
create conditions in which insight can arise.
In concluding my case study, I used an extract from the opening paragraph of
Journey to Center by Tom Crum:
‘I am a teacher. I once thought I taught many things… Not too long ago I
realised that I didn’t really teach many things. Only one. I study and teach the
art of centering.’
I asked: if I do only one thing, what is it?
My response, less succinct than Tom’s, remains appropriate. In all my practice,
whether as a coach, supervisor, dialogue practitioner or writer, I create and hold
spaces in which people can make contact (gently, lucidly) with their deeper wisdom
and draw on it in mindful service to their life and work.
Each time I recall these touchstones, I remember that a crisis identity is temporary
and appreciate that I continue to embody my true identity, albeit in different forms.
What enables you to keep faith with yourself?

